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§4. Free-Boundary CAS302 Code (CAS3 02 F) 
Nakajima, N. 
The free-boundary version of CAS3D2 code, 
namely CAS3D2F was introduced from IPP 
in Greifswald, which was developed by 
C. Niihrenberg, in order to investigate exter-
nal ideal MHD lnodes. I t has been installed 
to our cOlnputer system, and also it has been 
modified for both vectorization and paralleliza-
tion. 
For the global lnode analysis of internal ideal 
MHD modes, CAS3D2MN has been used al-
ready. Through the global lnode analysis by 
using CAS3D2MN, the characteristics of the 
pressure-driven modes in an L = 2 heliotron 
system like- LHD have been clarified. [1,2] 
Those are summarized as follows: 
For Mercier-unstable equilibria, 
(a) to rroidicity-d01ninant 
n < AI interchange with negligible 
toroidal mode couplings 
n rv M tokalnak-like ballooning with 
weak toroidal lnode couplings 
n »M 3D ballooning with strong 
toroidal mode couplings 
(b) helicity-dominant 
n < M interchange with negligible 
toroidal mode couplings 
n rv M interchange with weak 
toroidal rnode couplings 
n »1\1 3D ballooning with strong 
toroidal lnode couplings 
For Mercier-stable equilibria, 
n < M stable 
n rv M 3D ballooning with strong 
toroidal rnode couplings 
n »M 3D ballooning with strong 
toroidal mode couplings 
where nand M are a typical toroidal mode 
nUlnber of the perturbation and the toroidal 
field period of helical coils, respectively. 
In experiments of LHD and CHS, the bootstrap 
current and/or Ohkawa current flow, which 
may become driving force of external ideal 
MHD modes. Moreover, the Pfirsch-Schliiter 
current also destabilizes external modes, which 
is confirrned on the basis of the stallarator 
expansion (two dimensional treatment). [3,4] 
The perpose of introducing CAS3D2F is to 
investigate stability of LHD and CHS plas-
Inas against external ideal MHD lnodes besed 
on the three dilnensional treatment. Fig. 1 
shows the Fourier modes of the radial displace-
lnent t· v7jJ in the benchmark test. The per-
turbation has 11 = 1 toroidal rnode nurnber, 
and the poloidal mode numbers are indicated 
in the figure. Although the dominant modes 
(m/n = 2/1) has the large amplitude around 
the mode rational surface, the amplitude is fi-
nite at the plaslna boundary as is expected for 
external modes. The Inode structure is differ-
ent froln those of interchange lnodes and bal-
looning modes. The detail analysis will be per-
fonned intensively. 
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Fig. 1 Fourier modes of t· v 7jJ with poloidal 
lnode numbers. 
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